Meals will be offered to all students without charge at the school sites listed below. To maintain the safety guidelines recommended by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), meals will be provided using a drive by/pickup model. They will be bagged and include both a breakfast and lunch. A bagged dinner is also provided at selected sites, indicated below by a (*).

Children should be present to receive bagged meals.

**MEALS WILL BE PROVIDED MONDAY-THURSDAY FROM 9 A.M.–NOON AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:**

**ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS**
- Arrowhead Elementary*
- Bayside Elementary*
- Birdneck Elementary*
- Brookwood Elementary*
- College Park Elementary*
- Cooke Elementary
- Green Run Elementary*
- Kempsville Meadows Elementary
- Kings Grand Elementary
- Luxford Elementary*
- Lynnhaven Elementary*
- Malibu Elementary
- Newtown Elementary*
- Pembroke Meadows Elementary
- Point O’View Elementary*
- Rosemont Elementary*
- Seatack Elementary*
- Shelton Park Elementary
- Tallwood Elementary
- Thalia Elementary*
- White Oaks Elementary*
- Williams Elementary*
- Windsor Oaks Elementary*
- Windsor Woods Elementary*
- Woodstock Elementary

**MIDDLE SCHOOLS**
- Bayside Middle*
- Brandon Middle
- Corporate Landing Middle
- Larkspur Middle*
- Lynnhaven Middle
- Plaza Middle

**HIGH SCHOOLS**
- Bayside High*
- Green Run High*

**NEIGHBORHOOD SITES**
- Atlantis Apartments
- Friendship Apartments
- Enoch Baptist Church
- Ebenezer Baptist Church
- Level Green Community Park